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Obecność wojsk rosyjskich i zasiedlenie terytorium Zaporoża  
(regionu między rzekami Orely i Samara) w okresie Nowej Siczy (1734–1775)
SUMMARy
On the basis of a microhistorical approach, the general course of settlement of the region and 
the colonial efforts of the Russian administration (public, private) to create settlements under Rus-
sian fortresses are considered. An analysis of population registration documents indicates a key 
influence on the population of Zaporozhye in the 1740s – 1760s. namely the Zaporizhzhya elite, 
and not Russian fortresses. Attempts by the Russian administration to besiege settlements under 
fortresses and expand their power on Zaporizhzhya subjects were unsuccessful.
Keywords: Army Zaporizhzhya Lower, Southern Ukraine, settlement, colonization, confes-
sional painting, Russian fortresses.
INTRODUCTION
The era of the New Sich is a significant period for the history of southern Ukraine. 
It is important that precisely during the years of the existence of the New Zaporizhzhya 
Sich there was an active settlement of the lands of the Zaporizhzhya Base Army. It is 
thanks to Zaporizhzhya colonization that the majority of the existing urban and ru-
ral settlements of the Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhzhya, partially Kherson, Kirovograd, 
Donetsk and other areas of modern Ukraine were formed, the territories of which 
constituted the lands of the Zaporizhzhya Lower Basis until 1775.
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During the New Sich period, Zaporozhye came under the direct control of the 
Russian Empire, represented by a system of fortresses in its key areas. The main 
goal of the Russian Empire in the 18th century was access to the Black Sea. To im-
plement this, it was planned to create and use a powerful tool - the fleet, namely 
the Don and Dnieper fleets, which was realized before the Russian-Turkish war 
of 1735-1739. To support the fleet on both banks of the Dnieper from the mouth 
of the river. Aureli and to about. Beginning in 1735, the Khortitsa fortified bases 
were built, on the basis of which, in the following years of the war, retransache-
ments and redoubts were built. After the war ended quite unexpectedly in the fall 
of 1739, most of the fortresses were liquidated by withdrawing the garrison and 
taking out supplies. The export of military equipment to the Ukrainian line and 
the elimination of unusable warships continued for several years.1 As of 1741, the 
garrisons of all existing Russian fortresses in the territory of Zaporozhye amount-
ed to 1440 people2. Over time, the garrison of the fortresses on the Lower Dnieper 
were reduced, and as of the 1750s - the beginning of the 1760s. in the territory 
of Zaporozhye there were about 350 military men3 who made up the garrisons 
of three retranscements (Novosechensky4, Starosamarsky5 and Kamensky6), and 
4 redoubts (Kodatsky7, Birkutsky8, Sokolsky9 and Nikitinsky, the latter often ap-
pears in documents as Nikitinsky outpost)10
Due to the fact that the fortresses were originally built to maintain and sup-
port the Dnieper flotilla during the period of hostilities (which, according to the 
plans of the command, should have ended with the consolidation of the Russian 
Empire, if not in Istanbul11, then at least on the Black Sea coast), their functioning 
in the post-war period not thought through in the long run Therefore, the afore-
mentioned Russian fortifications acquired the character of the frontier observation 
1  Центральный государственный исторический архив Украины в г. Киеве (далее - 
ЦГИАК), фонд 59, опись 1, дело 785, листы 4-5, 84-84 об
2  ЦГИАК, ф. 59, оп. 1, д. 781, лл. 35 об. – 36
3  ЦГИАК, ф. 755, оп. 1, д. 3, лл. 61-62, 63-64, 67-68, 69-70, 71-72, 73-74, 76-77, 80-81.
4  Now flooded by a reservoir
5  Fortifications preserved on the outskirts of. Shevchenko in the modern city of the Dnieper.
6  Located nearby with. Pilot Kamenka as part of the modern Dnieper, on the right bank of the 
river. The Dnieper. Now flooded by the waters of the Dnieper reservoir
7  Located on the left bank of the river. Dnipro in the city of Dnipro, in the area of  st. Kuban
8  It was located near the village of Revunovka, on the left bank of the Dnieper in the area of 
the modern city of Kamenskoye. Now the area is flooded by the waters of the Srednedneprovsky 
(Kamensky) reservoir
9  Located in the vicinity of the modern village of Nikolaevka, Petrikovsky district of the Dni-
propetrovsk region, now the area is built up with summer cottages.
10  It was 5 km from the modern city of Nikopol, Dnipropetrovsk region
11  О. О. Рябінін-Скляревський, Запорозькі заколоти і керуюча верства Коша XVIII ст. 
Запорозькі заколоти та керуюча верства Коша XVIII ст. // А. А. Рябинин-Скляревский / 
Сост. Малинова Г. Л., Сапожников И. В., Одесса 2000, с. 106.
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outposts of the empire in the Crimean-Turkish direction. In fact, the functions 
of Russian fortresses, except for warehouse ones (in case of a future Russian-
Turkish war), also included comprehensive control of the Zaporizhzhya Nizov 
Army. In this context, the issue of the influence of the Russian military presence 
on the settlement of the territory of the Zaporizhzhya Grassroots Army should be 
highlighted.
CONFESSIONAL MURALS OF THE STAROKODATSK CROSS SqUARE AS SOURCES 
FOR STUDyING THE POPULATION OF ZAPORIZHZHyA SETTLEMENTS
Consider the documentation of the church records of the population of the 
Zaporizhzhya Nizovoy Troops, namely, the confessional books of the Staroko-
datsk Cross Order of 1766 and 1769 The first of them has already been put into 
scientific circulation by L.Z. Gissova12, the second has not yet been used by re-
searchers as a source on the history of Zaporozhye13. In this work, these confes-
sional murals are used as a cut of the population of a specific locality, in the 
context of determining the specific time of residence of individual individuals in 
Zaporizhzhya settlements Brigadirovka (Danilovka) and Sokolskaya, while track-
ing their relocations. The information potential of this type of accounting and 
statistical sources has already been studied in detail in special source studies and 
works on historical demography14.Confessional paintings are a courtyard list of all 
residents of a given parish, with an indication of their age and gender, sometimes 
with an indication of the kinship of the inhabitants of the court among themselves, 
and with a mark, there was a parishioner in confession (during Lent). However, 
as the studies of O. Romanova and E. Zamura show, confessional paintings often 
contain distorted information about the population, especially about its quantity. 
For example, a priest might not include in the paintings those believers who did 
not appear for confession, so as not to bear responsibility for the improper per-
formance of their pastoral duties15.
The process of compiling the murals was not always well organized. Accord-
ing to the normative documents of the Synod, the paintings were to be compiled 
during Lent and surrendered to the consistory by October 1 of this year. However, 
12  Л. З. Гісцова, Сповідна книга Старокодацької запорозької хрестової намістії як 
джерело до вивчення історії поселень Вольностей військових, Січеславський альманах, Ви-
пуск 2, Дніпропетровськ 2006, с. 20-27.
13  I express gratitude to the esteemed T.L. Kuzik for reporting the existence of the Confes-
sional painting of the Starokodatsky Cross in 1769
14  См., например: О. Сакало, Джерела історичної демографії: сповідний розпис, Науковi 
записки. Збiрник праць молодих вчених та аспiрантiв, т. 19, Київ 2009, с. 379-386
15  О. О. Романова, Сповідальні книги Київської митрополії XVIII ст. як засіб контролю 
за мораллю парафіян, Український історичний журнал, 2008, №4, с. 123-125, 130; О. Замура, 
Великий шаленець. Смерть та смертність у Гетьманщині XVIII ст., Київ 2014, с. 32-35.
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there is much evidence that priests completed the murals at the end of the sec-
ond week of Lent, while according to folk traditions, people sought to confess 
and partake near the end of Lent. That is, the priest compiled the painting on the 
model of last year, and then could make corrections to it (at least when working 
with the draft version, because there are practically no corrections in the consis-
tory copies). In this case, the document will not reliably reflect the composition of 
the parish residents. In other cases, priests did not take care of scheduling: instead 
of directly interviewing family members during court visits to the parish, they 
conducted a poll in a tavern, the age of the parishioners was recorded “by eye” or 
relative to the age of other residents, etc.16
Confessional Books of the Old Kodak Presidency of 1766 and 1769 (consis-
tory copy) practically do not contain any amendments at all, excluding corrections 
of several letters and several small erasures (we are talking about a book in 1766, 
since the second is available to the researcher in microfilm format). However, on 
some lists of the 1766 census, there is an excessive density of lines and a notice-
able discrepancy between the lines in the adjacent columns (with the numbers of 
the courts and the names of the believers) suggests that the annual population reg-
istration procedure is violated due to the traditional use of last year’s templates17
The peculiarities of compiling confessional murals on the territory of the Za-
porizhzhya Nizovoy Troops were due to the specific attitude of the Zaporizhzhya 
administration towards the registration of the population and the reluctance of 
the foreman to send accurate data somewhere outside. In particular, in the fall of 
1761, the new Starokodatsky Cross Viceroy Stefan Andreev (previously a priest 
of the Novokodatsk Church) tried to fulfill the order of the Metropolitan of Kiev 
on conducting a home census in parishes subordinate to the Starokodatsk Presi-
dency, but before that he asked permission from Kosh. In response from the Sich, 
the governor was ordered to write “without excess” and at the end of the census 
send it to Kosh for testing. Comparison with other accounting documents (of Za-
porizhzhya origin) indicates that the number of the population displayed in the 
confessional list, after the secular “approbation” was reduced by at least half18 
It is important to consider that such “editing” was selective. For example, in the 
settlement of Samara Palanca Brigadirovka (Danilovka), the confessional book 
of 1766 recorded 46 yards with 447 residents (218 men and 229 women)19, and 
according to the statement on the out-of-town settlements in 1761, there were 100 
16  О. О. Романова, Op. cit., с. 125-128
17  The line mismatch is especially noticeable, for example, in the confession list of the town 
of Samarchik, the center of the Samara planking of the Zaporizhzhya Lower ЦГИАК, ф. 127, оп. 
1017, д. 9, лл. 48-88 об.).
18  О. А. Репан, Op. cit., с. 129
19  ЦГИАК, ф. 127, оп. 1017, д. 9, лл. 104-118 об
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houses20 in the village. The testimony of confessional murals with other sources in 
the town of Novy Kodak, the center of the Kodatsky Palanca is much more differ-
ent, as O. A. Repan drew attention to. According to the confession list of 1766, the 
town had 121 yards and 1262 residents, but this year Kosh tax register recorded 
270 yards of peasants alone21. (Cossacks did not pay taxes, because Cossack yards 
were not taken into account). In addition, the motivation for the underestimation 
of the number of households was not only the top of Kosh, but also the compilers 
of the confessional paintings themselves, in order to thereby reduce the amount of 
amounts payable to the consistory22
A comparison of the two confession murals at our disposal of the Brigadirovka 
(Danilovka)23 settlement suggests that the same people were recorded in different 
years under different surnames (nicknames)24, the age was only a formality, and the 
category of the yard was generally arbitrary25 - households from different neighbor-
ing yards from the first mural to the second are already combined into one26
20  ЦГИАК, ф. 51, оп. 3, д. 13796, лл. 122-123
21  О. А. Репан, Op. cit., с. 126-127 The underestimation of the inhabitants of Zaporizhzhya 
settlements was manifested not only in hiding a certain number of yards. The completeness of the 
population in a single group (which is, including, and settlement) is determined by dividing the total 
number of men by the total number of women. The coefficient obtained is an indicator of the number 
of men per 100 women. If the learned coefficient is less than 1, one can allow for underestimation 
of men in this group (O. Zamura, Op. Cit., P. 35). Regarding the already mentioned Brigadier settle-
ment, we can talk about hiding a certain part of the male population in the confession list, because 
here the ratio of men to women was 0.95 (218: 229).
22  О. Замура, Op. cit., с. 74
23  Исповедная роспись 1766 г.: ЦГИАК, ф. 127, оп. 1017, д. 9, лл. 104-118 об.; роспись 
1769 р.: ЦГИАК, ф. 990, оп. 1, д. 734, лл. 114-120 об
24  This is evidenced by a comparison of the composition of families by name, degree of kin-
ship, and age groups. For example, parishioners of the Svyatopokrovsky church in with. The bri-
gade, married Cossack Mykhaylo Piskovy (Pskov) in the painting 1769. It is recorded as Mykhaylo 
Tkach, the widow of Gorpina Rybalchikha - as Gorpina Cherevychka, and the former ataman Vasyl 
Okhrimenko - yak Vasyl Zhuk ЦГИАК, ф. 127, оп. 1017, д. 9, лл. 117 об. - 118 об.; ф. 990, оп. 1, 
д. 734, лл. 120-120 об.).
25  Comparison of the age of residents in two confessional paintings almost always shows its 
mismatch, including the “rejuvenation” of some children, many middle-aged residents and old-tim-
ers (for 10 years or more). The only exceptions are the families of priests - Cyril Kushchevsky and 
Fyodor Zelensky, clerk Ivan Sukhoi, sexton Daniil Senya, their age in the murals of 1766 and 1769. 
differs by just three years. Even the clerk (with whom the priest, of course, could not help commu-
nicating more closely than with other parishioners) Panteleimon Truskalo in the 1769 painting “was 
younger” for 10 years (!). Very often, the age of the inhabitants ends with “2” (32, 82, 102, etc. in 
the painting of 1766). These facts speak for themselves: the compilers of the confessional murals did 
not intend to indicate at least the relatively exact age of their parishioners, which could be done by 
simply adding years, starting from last year’s confessional murals. Obviously, age was indicated “by 
eye” and “from memory”, mainly regarding other members of the community or the same family.
26  The association of households into households, as can be assumed, was also of a formal na-
ture, and depended on the quantitative indicator that should have been shown in the final document. 
Comparison of the composition of residents indicates that courtyard No. 46 in the painting of 1766 
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In fact, the examined confessional paintings in themselves reflect only the 
belonging of the population to the parish of a particular church, without indicating 
in which settlements these people live (that is, it is not indicated from which set-
tlements the parish consists). By comparing the documents of the Kosh Archive 
with the confessional paintings of the parish of the Brigadirovka (Danilovka) set-
tlement, it was possible to identify several yards of the neighboring settlement 
- Sokolskaya27 (other names: Sokolnaya, Sokolsky redoubt).
Thus, the data of the examined confessional paintings (without involving oth-
er synchronous sources, which will be discussed below) can only be used to de-
termine the composition of the counted families, age groups, and kinship between 
family members (for example, son-in-law, nephew, parents and children). How-
ever, this does not reduce the importance of this variety of accounting sources, in-
cluding because there are no other family-wide lists of residents of Zaporizhzhya 
parishes at the disposal of a modern researcher.
OREL AND SAMARA INTERFLUVE SETTLEMENT AND RUSSIAN FORTIFICATIONS
Let us consider the colonization processes in the interfluve of Orel and 
Samara, the northern part of the lands of the Zaporizhzhya Lower Basis, the 
most densely populated region of Zaporozhye. This area was actively used by 
residents of the Poltava region not only for seasonal farming, which was a con-
tinuation of the traditions of “leaving” of the 17th and earlier centuries, but 
also for resettlement for permanent residence. In the XVIII century, the flow of 
was transformed into two neighboring courtyards No. 31-32 in the painting of 1769, and courtyard 
No. 34 into courtyards No. 18-19, respectively. In addition, the sequence of recording the vast ma-
jority of households in murals of 1766 and 1769. absolutely does not coincide (with the exception 
of the courtyards of priests and several Cossack). This is hardly evidence of large-scale population 
migrations; rather, we are confronted with a lack of clear explanations from the consistory whether 
yardless huts should be taken into account as separate households or not (О. Замура, Op. cit., с. 34).
27  Documents from the Kosh Archive allow us to establish that the families of Mykhail Pisko-
voy (Weaver), widows of Gorpina Cherevychka (Ribalchikha) and Anastasia Tovstonizhka, Semyon 
Mitlash (until 1768, when he moved to the village of Kurilovka) lived in Sokolskaya. This is evi-
denced by the lists of married Cossacks living in the settlements of the Samara Palanca (TsGIAK, f. 
229, op. 1, d. 279, l. 285 vol.), Lists of sub-neighbors (Ibidem, l. 172 vol.) Of the early 1770s ., a reg-
ister of Cossacks resettled from s. Sokolskaya in the village Kurilovka 1768 (Ibidem, d. 52, l. 31; 
this register is duplicated in d. 238, l. 9 vol.). Considering that as of 1763, the families of Ivan Ven-
zhela, Ivan Kolyada (courtyard no. 44 according to the painting of 1766) and Samyil Zareredutny 
(courtyard no. 45 respectively) lived in Sokolskaya (O.D. Sukhomlin, Conflakti yak element every 
day of the week Slobodi Sokіl’sko таa rosіyskih vііskovіh (1750-1760-рірр.), History and culture 
of Dnieper: nevidoma and small houses. Week 10, Dnipropetrovsk 2013, p. 36-38), we can assume 
that they lived there too. 1766. The named families in Sokolskaya are not recorded sequentially in 
the confessional list, one after another, that it may also indirectly indicate the concealment of some 
households.
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immigrants from the Hetman and Right-Bank Ukraine (which was part of the 
Commonwealth) to the territory of Zaporozhye significantly increased, as of the 
1730s. in the interfluve of Orel and Samara there were not only numerous farms, 
but also settlements of immigrants from the territory of the Poltava regiment. 
Their existence is evidenced by the fact that the question of the need to protect 
these settlements was raised by the Russian generals in 1743, when discuss-
ing the draft of a new fortified line, which was to be built south of the existing 
Ukrainian line28. The Russian command was interested in forming a secure rear 
in the event of a new war with Turkey. In the documentation of the Hetman set-
tlement to the south of the river. Eagles after the construction of the Ukrainian 
line were called “out-of-line”.
The wartime did not interfere with the flow of popular colonization and the 
settling of people, including the nearby new Russian fortresses. Already in 1741, 
due to a shortage of Cossacks in the Poltava regiment, the question was raised 
about the return of those who settled at Russian fortresses in Zaporizhia29
The war did not stop the displaced people from Porelye and other areas of 
the Hetman region either to overcome dozens of miles and settle in Zaporizhzhya 
settlements30, existing out-of-town settlements31, convenient tracts and near the 
built Russian retro-cements and redoubts, nor to conduct a traditional seasonal 
economy. In particular, in 1739, a Cossack family settled in the Sokolsky redoubt 
from the town of Poltava regiment of Kitaygorod (which marked the beginning 
of the formation of the Somivka settlement (Sokolskaya)32, and near the Birkut 
relay station the village of Orlitskaya hundreds of the Poltava regiment33 Birkut 
28  Ф. Ф. Ласковский, Материалы для истории инженерного искусства в России, Ч. ІІІ., 
СПб. 1865, с. 80-81
29  ЦГИАК, ф. 59, оп. 1, д. 1012, лл. 4-4 об
30  Already in March 1736, 16 Cossack and 92 peasant families left the Kitaigorod and 
Tsarichansk hundreds of the Poltava regiment in Kodak and other Zaporizhzhya settlements. 
(О. А. Репан, Палімпсест: Коріння міста: поселення XVI–XVIII ст. в історії Дніпропетров-
ська, Київ 2008, с. 122)
31  Ведомость о залинейных поселениях 1762 г. фиксирует выходцев з разных местнос-
тей которые поселились в междуречье Орели и Самары (за Украинской линей) с 1736 (с. 
Куриловка Китайгородской сотни), 1737, 1738, 1739 гг. (на землях Нехворощанской сотни) 
(ЦГИАК, ф. 51, оп. 3, д. 13796, лл. 104, 69, 74, 75 об.). Причем ведомость отобразила лишь 
тех, жителей, хто проживал за Орелью безпрерывно (со второй половины 1730-х до времени 
составления ведомости, т.е. до второй пол. 1750-х – 1762 гг.), без учёта умерших и тех, кто 
уже успел переселиться в другое место.
32  Д. И. Эварницкий, Источники для истории запорожских козаков, т. 2, Владимир 
1903, с. 1714.
33  ЦГИАК, ф. 59, оп. 1, д. 1012, л. 4 об. Принадлежность Биркута (Ревунивки) была под-
тверждена указом Генеральной войсковой канцелярии от 14 арпеля 1743 г. (ЦГИАК, ф. 269, 
оп. 1, д. 303, лл. 2-2 об.).
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(Revunivka)34 was re-populated, injured in the Tatars 1734 g35(other sources also 
indicate a raid in 1735)36. In fact, most of the Russian fortresses on the territory 
of Zaporozhye arose in those areas that as of the 1730s. were already more or less 
mastered by immigrants because of Orel, or by the Cossacks. This is due to the 
strategic importance of these areas - the presence of crossings or intersections of 
key steppe routes near them. For example, the crossing at the mouth of the river. 
Samara, on which the Ust-Samara retranschement37 and Nikolaev redoubt “sat 
down”, has been used for centuries38
The same applies to the Bogoroditsky fortress-Starosamara retranschement 
(Samar town, known since the 16th century), the Kodatsky redoubt (Kamenka, 
settlement during the Kodatsky transport), the Birkut retranschement (the already 
mentioned village of Birkut), the Sokolsky redoubt (the lands of the inhabitants of 
the town of Poltava regiment Perevolochnaya ) - this list can be continued
Not only the foremen of the “Oryol Poltava regiment of towns”, but also 
Russian commanders of different levels were interested in farming by the inhab-
itants of Porelia beyond the Ukrainian line, which had been common practice 
for them for decades. In addition to purely practical considerations (the need for 
farming by Porel inhabitants, who took away most of the land in connection with 
the construction of the Ukrainian line and the settlement of landmilitia regiments, 
34  Эварницкий Д. И. Ibidem, с. 1708, 1714
35  В письме к кошевому атаману И. Малашевичу киевский генерал-губернатор Й. Вей-
сбах писал, что нападение ногайских татар на село Биркут (которое принадлежало к Пол-
тавскому полку) в ночь на 5 февраля 1734 г. стало свидетельством нарушения мира меж-
ду Российской империей и Портой (Архів Коша Нової Запорозької Січі: Корпус документів 
1734-1775, т. 1, Київ 1998, с. 53
36  О. М. Апанович, Збройні сили України першої половини XVIII ст., Київ 1969, с. 128
37  Now the remains of the fortifications of the Ust-Samara retranschement are located on 
about. Sink in the city of the modern Dnieper
38  The area at the mouth of the river. Samara is the most convenient for crossing due to the 
proximity of the second floodplain terrace and the small width of Samara - in the summer of 1736 the 
width of the river was 27 fathoms 5.5 feet, i.e. 242.6 m (O.V. Malov, V.O. Veklenko, A V. Veklenko, 
Cartographic Dzherela to the Holy Mother of God Fortress-Starosamarsky retranschement, Fronti 
Mista, VIP. 1, Dnipropetrovsk 2012, p. 120). The next such place was much higher in Samara - 
near the future Bogoroditskaya fortress. At all this distance, due to the wide floodplain of the river. 
Samara, there were no convenient exits to the second floodplain terrace (see, for example, the 
Military Topographic Map of the Ekaterinoslav Province of the 1850s) It was at the mouth of Sa-
mara, where the Ust-Samara retranschement was subsequently built, near the transport, in the XVI 
- XVII century. the Cossacks set up ambushes, and in 1647 the army of y. Vishnevetsky was trans-
ported (Z. P. Marina, D. G. Filimonov, Before feeding about the secret settlement and transportation 
of the Ust-Samarsky retransmission (for letters and archaeological data), Museum Museum , Issue 
9, p. 69). During the construction of the Ust-Samara retranschement, the remnants of the defensive 
structures of the fortress, probably built at the same time as Bogoroditskaya in 1688, were used. (А. 
К. Байов, Русская армия в царствование императрицы Анны Иоанновны. Война России с Тур-
цией в 1736-1739 гг. Первые три года войны. СПб. 1909, с. 235; О. А. Репан, Op. cit., с. 93).
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which would make it impossible for them to fully pay taxes on the maintenance of 
Russian troops) in the passes of residents over the river. Orel Russian command, 
obviously, was guided by other motives.
According to the proposal of Field Marshal B.H. von Minich, Major General 
Devitz ordered on May 24, 1738, that in all the fortresses of the Ukrainian line 
“ordinary people” were allowed to go outside the line for plowing, sowing bread 
and hay. According to the generals, this area is protected from Tatar raids, as it 
is covered by the Samara retranschement and posts on the river. Dnipro and Sa-
mara39. There were also orders from local commanders, in particular, the warrant 
of Colonel of the Livensky Regiment, Prince Urusov, on the unhindered passage 
of residents over the line for grazing and raising bread40.
In conditions when the movement through the Ukrainian line depended en-
tirely on the will of the local Russian command, the Poltava colonel Vasily Ko-
chubey41 personally took care of the residents for the harvest in August 1738. 
However, it was also a matter of his private interest, since he had arable and 
fishing lands behind Orel, and also apiaries42 .Representatives of the Poltava re-
gion, and in particular, immigrants from the town of Kitaygorod, long before the 
construction of the Ukrainian line used the Zaorelian lands. As of 1732, for the 
river. Orel recorded 19 Cossack farms of this hundreds43 In the opinion of the Rus-
sian generals, expressed in the early 1740s, the request of the Porelian hundreds 
regarding the maintenance of farmsteads south of the Ukrainian line should be 
granted, since their lands were selected for the settlement of landmilice regiments. 
However, they should not settle south of the river. Samara44. Such reasoning can 
be explained by the great convenience of supplying the army in the event of the 
next Russo-Turkish war, since with sufficient population of the interfluve of the 
Orel and Samara provinces, supplies, etc. could be collected not in the Hetman, 
but closer to the immediate theater of operations. This thesis is also supported by 
39  In the fall of 1736, on the left bank of the Dnieper from the mouth of the river. Orel to the 
mouth of the river. Samara organized a line of outposts, which were separated from each other by 
a distance of 2-6 versts. Their garrisons were mainly staffed by Cossacks from the regiments of the 
Hetman region, as well as Cossacks who returned from the Crimean campaign of the Russian army 
(see details ЦГИАК, ф. 51, оп. 3, д. 5703).
40  ЦГИАК, ф. 51, оп. 3, д. 7016, лл. 2-2 об
41  Ibidem, л. 6.
42  Г. К. Швидько, Останні спроби запорожцiв вiдстояти свої вольностi, Південна 
Україна XVIII–XIX ст.: Записки науково-дослідної лабораторії історії Південної України За-
порізького державного університету. Вип. 2, Запоріжжя 1996, с. 14.
43  Институт рукописи Национальной библиотеки Украины им. В. Вернадского, ф. 1, д. 
54335, л. 222. В течение последующих лет эти хутора разрослись в села, которые в 1764-1765 
гг. были переведены в подданство Войска Запорожского Низового и составили основу Про-
товчанской паланки (ныне территория Петриковского, частично Магдалиновского, Днепропе-
тровского, Царичанского районов Днепропетровской области
44  Г. К. Швидько, Останні спроби запорожців… - с. 15
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the recommendation of the then (November 1740 - early December 1741) gener-
alissimo of the Russian troops Anton Ulrich Braunschweig-Luneburg not to evict 
the Cossacks and peasants who had settled at Ust-Samarsky and Mishurinorogs 
from the Hetman region, despite the demands and protests of the General Chan-
cellery. The latter consisted in the fact that many elected Cossacks and assistants 
with their families and property moved from the Poltava regiment to the new 
settlements under Russian fortresses, which is why the regiment is incomplete45
However, the population of settlements under Russian fortresses did not last 
long. If, as of 1742, the Ust-Samara retranschement was inhabited by 159, the 
Kamensky - 12, the Nenasytytsky - 9, and the Birkutsky redoubt - 18 immigrants 
from the Hetman46, then in the spring of 1743 there were no Ust-Samara and Ne-
nasytets one resident (except for three pilots), the Kamensky retranschement left 
only 10 “poor houses”, while new settlers did not arrive at all47 The rapid depopu-
lation of settlements under Russian retranschements was due to several reasons. 
The first of these is the transfer of part of these settlements from subordination 
to the Kiev governor-general Leontiev to the jurisdiction of the Hetman region: 
a special hundred (with a center in Old Samara) was created, which included the 
Cossack and peasant (Commonwealth) population of settlements near Ust-Sama-
ra, Kamensky and Nenasyetsky48 retranschements. Looking ahead, I note that the 
Russian generals, justifying in the mid 1760s. motives for the elimination of the 
Zaporizhzhya Sich, he blamed precisely the Zaporozhian “ruin” of the above set-
tlements under Russian retranschement49
45  ЦГИАК, ф. 59, оп. 1, д. 1012, л. 4-4 об.
46  Ibidem
47  Ibidem, l. 9. The exception is the settlement under the Starosamara retranschement. In 1741, 
an undetermined number of people from the Hetman region who previously lived at the Ust-Samara 
retranschement moved here, in 1742 219 new settlers arrived, and in 1744 439 immigrants (O. A. 
Repan, Op. Cit., P. 127) . 
48  ЦГИАК, ф. 59, оп. 1, д. 1012, л. 4 TSGIAK, f. 59, op. 1, d. 1012, l. 4. The submission 
of these settlements to the Kiev governor-general was realized through the subordination of the 
commandant of Ust-Samara (and after its liquidation - Starosamarsky) to the retransmission and 
the commandants of other fortresses subordinate to him . Obviously, the Russian command was 
in no hurry with taxing the population, which cannot be said of the representatives of the Hetman 
administration, who needed to restore the completeness of the Poltava regiment as soon as possible 
with the help of the specially created Starosamara hundreds. For example, in 1751, the priest of 
the Danilovka settlement (Bregadation) Simeon Levitsky, before filing a complaint about a run-in 
on the settlements of the Zaporizhzhya detachment under the command of Esaul Kodatsky Pal-
anca M. Serdychny to the Poltava spiritual government, i.e. to his immediate superiors, reported 
this case «Старосамарського правління головному командиру, до штабу гарнізонних справ» 
- коменданту Старосамарского ретраншемента (Т. Л. Кузик, Перехід жителів слободи Дани-
лівки у підданство Війська Запорозького Низового, Український археографічний щорічник, 
№12, 2007, с. 418-419).
49  В. І. Мільчев, Ю. П. Князьков, Проект реформування устрою Запорожжя генерал-
майора Карла Штофельна (1765 р.), Записки науково-дослідної лабораторії історії Південної 
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The second reason for the rapid decline in the population of “subsistence” set-
tlements was the inconvenience of the localities under Russian fortresses for the per-
manent residence of the rural population. Retranscements and redoubts were erected 
by the army in strategically important places, the choice of which depended on 
a number of tasks assigned to one or another fortification structure. Due to defense 
considerations, as a rule, the fortress should be located on a hill, which ensures the 
convenience of circular fire. Due to the lack of sufficient long-term observations of 
river spills, built or newly laid fortresses were often subjected to flooding, which 
was the reason for their transfer to another, higher place50. Since the fortress on the 
banks of the river. The Dnieper was planned as a base for the flotilla, determining 
the location of the fortification at the same time on a hill dominating the surround-
ing area (due to defense needs), and at the same time as close as possible to the river 
bed, where there was an appropriate depth suitable for the operation of the pier51.
Consider, for example, the location of the Ust-Samara retransmit, which was 
chosen due to a number of strategically important factors. Among them: the pres-
ence of a dominant elevation on the ledge of the coast (from where the banks of 
the Dnieper are clearly visible), the proximity of the mouth of the river. Samara, 
which allowed the organization of a crossing to its right bank (there the exit of 
the transportation covered the redoubt of St. Nicholas) and to the right bank of the 
river. Dnieper (where the Kamensky retranschement was built), sufficient chan-
nel depth, chernozem-sandy loamy topsoil composition (which made it possible 
to build earthen defensive structures, unlike the surrounding eolian sands of the 
modern Igrensky Peninsula)52 and many others.
України Запорізького державного університету: Південна Україна XVIII-XIX ст., Вип. 7, За-
поріжжя, 2003, с. 40
50  Например, Александровская крепость Новой Днепровской линии по причине весенне-
го разлива р. Мокрой Московки в 1771 г. была перенесена на 1,5 км в сторону р. Сухой Москов-
ки (Р. Л. Молдавський, Нова Дніпровська лінія укріплень (1770-1791 рр.), Запоріжжя 2007, с. 31) 
However, similar cases also occurred where the absence of observations of spring floods of the river is 
difficult to prevent. Several outposts along the border of the Hetman and the Polish-Lithuanian Com-
monwealth in the Starodubsky regiment did not have a permanent location and could be transported in 
winter or spring due to flooding or ice (О. І. Гуржій, Політико-адміністративне й територіальне 
реформування Гетьманщини у XVIII ст.: причини, перебіг, наслідки, Київ 2015, с. 39).
51  It should be borne in mind that the floodplains looked like floodplains by the Dnieper Dam 
and the rivers flowing into it, every year in the spring it was covered with water, and the depths near the 
shore were almost always insignificant. Large areas of floodplains in the estuary of the river. Samara is 
clearly visible on the Military topographic map of the Ekaterinoslav province of the 1850s. (This frag-
ment of the map was published by O. A. Repan, Op. cit., p. 229). Because of the wide floodplains, the 
Bogoroditskaya fortress was built on the high right bank of the river. Samara is far from its confluence 
with the river. Dnieper. At the same time, as a result of the shallowing of the Dnieper in the summer, 
shipping was much more complicated even for relatively small vessels - plows (Ibidem, p. 81).
52  Small areas with a layer of such soil were not flooded after the construction of the Dnieper 
Hydroelectric Station and are still preserved on the banks of the Dnieper, just opposite the modern 
island. Washing. It is precisely because of the presence of a fertile chernozem-sandy loam soil layer 
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In fact, this is the only convenient place for a large provisions and naval base 
directly in front of the Dnieper rapids. However, due to the terrain, during the 
spring floods, the elevation on which the Ust-Samara retransachement was located 
became a peninsula or even an island53. Therefore, the We see similar features 
of the location of fortifications with respect to the Russian redoubts between the 
Orely and Samara interfluve. As shown by cartographic material cited by F. F. 
Laskovsky and map data from the 18th-19th centuries, the Birkut retranschement 
(subsequently reduced to the rank of redoubt) was located on the shore of Lake 
Birkut, the Sokolsky redoubt - on the high bank of the river. Somivki (Sokolki), 
and Kodatsky - directly on the coastline of the river. The Dnieper. The exact loca-
tion of the Romanovsky redoubt54, which was located between the modern vil-
lages of Kurilovka and Nikolaevka, Petrikovsky district of the Dnipropetrovsk 
region, has not yet been clarifiedsettlement settlement was doomed to periodic 
flooding. 
The scale of movement of people from the Poltava regiment to the left bank 
of Orel without taking into account the dangers of wartime, the presence of a sig-
nificant number of far from poor representatives of the left-bank Cossacks and 
peasants55, numerous requests by the Cossack foreman of the Poltava region for 
permission to farm beyond the Ukrainian line indicate that active economic de-
velopment and use of Zaporizhzhya lands was habitual and traditional for immi-
that the area on which the defenses of the Ust-Samara retransachement were located was later used 
by the inhabitants of Stara Igrenia for farming and was plowed up З. П. Маріна, Д. Г. Філімонов, 
Op. cit., с. 67).
53  This is evidenced by the study of absolute elevations on a large-scale map compiled during 
the construction of the Dnieper Hydroelectric Station („Plan of the city of Dnepropetrovsk and its 
immediate vicinity. 1929-1932. Scale 1: 10000”). In fact, the location of the Ust-Samara fortress on 
a hill protected from flooding only the internal earthen retranschement (its parts were preserved on 
the modern island of Moika), and the external earthen rampart (not to mention the horned retransce-
ment located in the lowland directly on the banks of the Dnieper) annually flooded with spring flood 
of the river. The Dnieper. The information of local historians of the 1920s also speak about this. 
(З. П. Маріна, Д. Г. Філімонов, Op. cit., с. 67) However, one should not confuse the island on the 
Dnieper opposite the retranschement (now flooded), which was also used by Russian troops to store 
building materials, with a coastal elevation where the fortress was located directly. It was this island 
in 1754 in the documentation of the Zaporizhzhya Sich called «Ust-Samara Island (Архів Коша 
Нової Запорозької Січі: Корпус документів 1734-1775, т. 2, Київ 2000, с. 70).
54  Ф. Ф. Ласковский, Карты, планы и чертежи к 3-й части Материалов для исто-
рии инженерного искусства в России, СПб. 1866, лл. 3-4; Достовѣрная ландкарта мѣжъ 
рѣкъ Днепра и Донца на разстояніяхъ от устья Самары до Изюма и Луганской станицы 
сочиненная 1749 года в сентябрѣ и октябрѣ месяцахъ, опубл. в: В. С. Старостін, Столиця 
Східного Запорожжя, Фронтири міста: історико-культурологічний альманах, Вип. 3, Дніпро-
петровськ 2013, с. 39-61 (вклейка); Военно-топографическая карта Екатеринославской губер-
нии. Лист 26, ряд 13.
55  В частности, в начале 1740-х гг. среди переселенцев упомянут бывший староста мес-
течка Кишеньки Полтавского полка К. Проценко (О. А. Репан, Op. cit., с. 125).
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grants. This gives reason to argue that the Russian fortresses were not a catalyst 
for the settlement of the territory of the Zaporizhzhya Lower Army, they played 
the role of rather one of the “steps” of this growing and inevitable process. The 
third reason for the depopulation of settlements that arose during the Russian for-
tresses shortly after the war of 1735-1739. there was an influence (but not yet 
a purposeful colonization policy) of the Zaporizhzhya Nizovy Troops, which will 
be discussed below.
 Attempts by Russian garrisons to extend their power to the territory of Za-
porozhye and besieging As noted above, the Russian command was interested in 
settling the rear of the future theater of the Russian-Turkish war, which Zaporizhia 
could become. From this point of view, in particular, the settlement of settlements 
in the newly built fortresses was the first priority. Already in 1741, a decree was 
issued allowing fugitives from Right-Bank Ukraine, the Hetman, and also from 
Russian provinces to settle at Russian fortresses56the population at fortress
The Russian imperial power sought to accumulate the mobile Ukrainian 
population at the newly built fortresses. Moreover, such attempts were made not 
only by the central government (represented by the Kiev Governor-General), but 
also by order of the Russian commanders of the Ukrainian Landmilitia Corps, 
made on the initiative of the foreman of the Old Samara Hundred. In 1742, the 
Kiev governor-general M. Leontyev sent to Zaporozhye a Russian team led by 
the captain of the Shliselburg regiment Ulyanin, who recorded the presence in 
the Zaporozhye town of Volny57 the activity of saltpeter production - the “Maidan 
region”, to which the foreman Apachinin was involved. At the request of the cat, 
the Maidan region was abandoned, but the captain dispersed the settlement of im-
migrants from the Hetman and Old Samara (headed by the Cossack of the Poltava 
regiment Dragatenko), located near the town of Volnoye, 40 versts from the town 
of Old Samara). The captain sent Starosamartsev back to Old Samara, and immi-
grants from the Hetman region to their former places of residence58
And in mid-March 1747, the commander of the Ukrainian Landmilitia Corps, 
Lieutenant General Mikhail Filosofov ordered the commandant of the Ust-Samara 
retranschement (who was also the head of all Russian garrisons in Zaporizhzhya) 
to Prime Minister Artem Poznyakov with the help of a specially sent Russian 
detachment to return absolutely all immigrants back from Staraya Samara, who 
settled in different Zaporizhzhya farms and in the steppe (the area of  eviction was 
up to 50 versts), along with families and property. It is important that in the future 
the commander of the Nizhny Dnieper team must ensure that no one is evicted 
from the city to the steppe, so that the townsfolk, as before, live “under cover” 
56  Д. И. Эварницкий, Ibidem, с. 1386
57  Ныне с. Вольное Новомосковского района Днепропетровской области
58  Д. И. Эварницкий, Ibidem, с. 1707-1709
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of Russian fortresses. The initiator of the resettlement with the help of Russian 
soldiers was the old Samara centurion Maxim Zub, motivating his request with 
the fact that the immigrants are assigned to a hundred, but do not serve and do not 
serve service, and, moreover, they may become victims of the Tatar attack. A re-
port on this from the Poltava Regimental Chancellery was received by Lieutenant 
General M. Filosofov on March 359, and not later than March 13, Prime Minister 
Poznyakov sent a detachment60. Such promptness eloquently testifies to the inter-
est of the Russian command in the question of besieging the population at Russian 
fortresses on the territory of the Zaporizhzhya Nizovoy Troops.
The team, seconded from the Ust-Samara retranschement, led by Warrant Of-
ficer Ivan Sverchkov, consisted of 20 soldiers and left-bank Cossacks. They arrived 
at the same town of Volny with the goal of (officially) only conducting a census 
of immigrants from Old Samara settled there. The Zaporozhye team from the Sa-
mara Palanca prevented the forced relocation, and demonstrating weapons, drove 
the Russian detachment61 Along with the state colonization policy regarding Zapo-
rozhye (represented by permission to settle at Russian fortresses, and later attempts 
to force the mobile population to return to fortresses), there are numerous cases of 
private initiatives of Russian officers who, besieging settlements, sought to enrich 
themselves from “free” natural resources of the Army Zaporizhzhya Lower.
This was observed during the entire period of the New Sich’s existence, and it 
concerned not only the settlements created by Russian officers (employees on the 
Ukrainian line) on the left bank of the river. Orel62, which the Cossacks considered 
their own. Already in 1742, the commandant of the Novosechensky retransche-
ment, Lt. Col. Raevsky settled his farm on the territory of Volnosti, about which 
the Cossacks complained to the petition addressed to the Empress Elizaveta Petro-
vna (1743)63
In 1774, the ataman Petro Kalnishevsky complained in the petition of Cath-
erine II to the commandants of Russian retranscements who settled private farms 
and settlements on the lands of the Army64. Russian officers have always sought 
at the local level to extend their power to Zaporizhzhya lands, this was expressed 
not only in the seizure of lands and unauthorized placement of guards on them, 
59  ЦГИАК, ф. 59, оп. 1, д. 1377, л. 46.
60  Ibidem, л. 48.
61  Ibidem, лл. 49-49 об
62  Например, слободы подполковника князя С. Ю. Баратова, отставного майора гусар-
ского полка Обезы, полковника (в то время) К. Ф. Штофельна (ЦГИАК, ф. 51, оп. 3, д. 13796, 
лл. 113 об., 53, 55 об., 59) и других; хутора однодворцев из крепостей Украинской укреплен-
ной линии, например, К. Боклагина, А. Филлипова, Я. Боклагина из крепости св. Федора 
(Ibidem, л. 69) и других.
63  . И. Эварницкий, Ibidem, с. 1336
64  Петро Калнишевський та його доба. Документи та матеріали / Упорядники В. Гри-
бовський, В. Мільчев, І. Синяк, Київ 2009, с. 309
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but also in attempts to enslavement. For example, the Cossack K. Globa from the 
settlement of Kodatskaya Palanca of Polovitsa65 complained to the ataman in 1774 
that the commandant of the Starosamar retransmission, Prime Minister Alexander 
Ryazantsev, had his brother’s brother as a serf66
In addition, the territory around Russian retranscements in Zaporizhzhya 
lands, given the direct subordination of newly settled settlements there (in the 
first war years) to the Kiev governor-general (through the commandant of the Ust-
Samara retranschement), was perceived by the Russian authorities precisely as 
possessions of the Russian Empire67. The idea of  this territory near the fortresses 
as “Russian” is confirmed by the words of the commandant of the Ust-Samara 
retranschement in response to a complaint from the Crimean Tatar, from whom 
the Cossacks stole several heads of cattle (1740). The commandant (“Ust-Samara 
commander”) replied that if these Cossacks drove the cattle directly to (Ust-Sam. 
- A.S.) Ust-Samara68, he could have influenced the situation. That is, the comman-
dant’s power extended (in his opinion) beyond the retranschement to some limited 
district. Apparently, it was a settlement of Ust-Samara.
Local Russian commanders, often exercising the right of power or abusing 
their official position, sought to enrich themselves by depositing a settlement on 
the “free” Zaporizhzhya lands. The most famous and eloquent is the example of 
the commandant of the Perevolochansky fortress, brigadier D. yu. Apachinin. His 
service has long been associated with the south of Ukraine. In the early 1730s. he, 
then still a colonel, was entrusted with the task of forming the Ukrainian Landmi-
litia Corps from among the classrooms of Belgorod and Sevsky ranks69
During the Russo-Turkish war, he became the commandant of the Perevo-
lochansk fortress with an increase in rank in the foremen70, and after the war, in 
the early 1740s, “Dnieper posts”, that is, all Russian fortresses in Zaporizhia71, 
were subject to Apachinin. The listed posts are enough to understand the weight 
and authority of the team leader in the study region. Explaining to the Kiev 
governor-general M.I. Leontyev the fact of his possession of settlements in the 
territory of the Army, he noted that they are needed “for food ... in my tireless 
labors”, since he lives only on a salary, and asked permission to besiege at least 
several families72
65  Ныне г. Днепр.
66  Петро Калнишевський та його доба…, с. 178
67  В. І. Мільчев, Ю. П. Князьков, Ibidem, с. 40
68  Архів Коша Нової Запорозької Січі, т. 2, Київ 2000, с. 222
69  Р. Л. Молдавський, Op. cit., с. 14
70  А. К. Байов, Русская армия в царствование императрицы Анны Иоанновны. Война 
России с Турцией в 1736-1739 гг. Кампания 1739 года, СПб. 1909, с. 74
71  ЦГИАК, ф. 59, оп. 1, д. 781, л. 23
72  Д. И. Эварницкий, Источники для истории…., с. 1711
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In 1741, D. Apachinin bought land between the Sokilka and Somivka riv-
ers, along with the Trituznoye (Trituznevo) tract, at the time of the deed, there 
was already a plowed field. The land was sold by a resident of the town of Per-
evolnoy Varvara Fedorich, claiming that this land was inherited from her uncle. 
Apachinin began to besiege the Somovka settlement “under the cannon cover” of 
the Sokolsky redoubt, which in 1742 numbered 2 families. The settlement at s. 
He transferred the Trituznoe to the Romanovsky redoubt, in the same year there 
were already 15 Cossacks with their families, immigrants from the Hetman, Slo-
bozhanshchina and Right-Bank Ukraine73 In the autumn of 1742, the question 
arose about the eviction of the settlements besieged by Apachinin, but the fore-
man from the Hetman, who was part of the commission, recognized the lands 
under the Romanovsky redoubt as belonging to the Poltava regiment, and at the 
request of Apachinin, the settlements were left in their places before the Senate. 
In 1751, Sloboda Danilovka (Brigade) was transferred to the citizenship of the Za-
porizhzhya Army, first assigned to Kodatskaya74, and then to the Samara Palanca75
However, the settlement under the Sokolsky redoubt dates back to 1739, 
when Andriy Gordichenko76, a native of Kitaygorod, settled there with his family, 
so the efforts of the foreman, in fact, were aimed at increasing the population of 
the existing settlement.
As noted above, under Birkut, where the Russian retransmission was subse-
quently built, the settlement arose even before the Russo-Turkish war of 1735-
1739. Later, in the documents of the Kosh Archive, it appears under the name 
Revival. The Sloboda Revunivka, or Revukivka, is clearly localized according to 
cartographic sources of the 18th-19th centuries. east of the Birkut retranschement 
(redoubt)77
Near the village there were Cossack winteries78. The settlement was also 
transferred to the citizenship of the Zaporizhzhya Army, probably after Danilov-
ka, between 1751 and 175479. , and assigned to the Samara palanca. As of 1756, 
73  Ibidem, с. 1711-1714
74  Т. Л. Кузик, Перехід жителів слободи Данилівки…, с. 416
75  . И. Эварницкий, Источники для истории…., с. 1708, 1711, 1713-1714
76  Д. И. Эварницкий, Ibidem, с. 1708
77  Военно-топографическая карта Екатеринославской губернии. Лист 26, ряд 13; О. 
Д. Сухомлин, Проблеми локалізації та функціонування редутів XVIII ст. у межиріччі Оре-
лі та Самари, Придніпров’я: історико-краєзнавчі дослідження, Вип. 11, Дніпропетровськ, 
2012/2013, с. 33.
78  Архів Коша Нової Запорозької Січі. Корпус документів 1734-1775, т. 4, Київ 2006, 
с. 268, 270, 320.
79  В 1755 г. в Ревуновку в который раз не были допущены комиссары из Полтавской 
полковой канцелярии (Архів Коша Нової Запорозької Січі. Корпус документів 1734-1775, 
т. 3, Київ 2003, с. 265). Осенью 1756 г. в переписке гетманской администраци с Кошем Вой-
ска Запорожского Низового про уплату налогов с переведеннях в запорожское подданство 
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the settlement consisted of 20 heavy yards and 34 on foot80. The Sloboda Sokol-
sky redoubt or Sokolnaya, which was located nearby the redoubt and once also 
belonged to the foreman Apachinin, was also assigned to the Samara palanca (the 
date of transfer of Zaporizhzhya Nizovy Troops to citizenship cannot be deter-
mined yet). According to the Zaporozhye tax census of 1754 and 1756, it included 
32 (16 tax and 16 foot)81 and according to the census of 1764 - 47 (21 tax and 
26 foot)82 peasant households. The census of the Cossacks of the Samara district 
dated February 5, 1776 recorded 8 married Cossacks83 in the Sokolsky Redoubt 
settlement. According to the Atlas of yekaterinoslav Viceroyalty in 1787, the “vil-
lage” Sokolskaya belonged to Cadet Gersevanov, it contained 1,500 acres of com-
fortable and 985 uncomfortable land, 20 male and 12 female souls84
Considering the fate of “near-home” settlements as inhabited places, it can 
be argued that the settlements that were founded without reference to the Russian 
fortifications by people from Poltava who knew the area well connection with 
long traditions of managing in these territories. For example, the settlement of 
Birkut-Revunivka existed as a rural settlement from the beginning of the 18th 
century until the middle of the 20th century. But Danilovka-Brigadation, founded 
by a Russian officer with reference to the Romanovsky redoubt, in the XIX cen-
tury. already was only a farm85, and traces of Sokolskaya were generally lost in 
the XIX century.
SETTLEMENT OF THE POPULATION OF ZAPORIZHZHyA SETTLEMENTS BETWEEN 
THE RIVERS OREL AND SAMARA
The problem of the sustainability of human settlements as permanently popu-
lated areas raises the question of population stability. In general, in the historiogra-
phy of Zaporozhye, the unfounded thesis about a high degree of migration of the 
population is widespread. Until the first half of the 1750s. immigrants from Ukraine 
settling in Zaporozhye, due to insecurity in their situation and due to periodic at-
tempts by the Hetman foreman to return them to their hundreds, quite often moved 
from place to place, or even left the territory of the Zaporizhzhya Nizovoy Troops 
залинейных слобод за минувшие годы рядом с Даниловкой упомянута уже и Ревунивка (ЦГИ-
АК, ф. 269, оп. 1, д. 1803, л. 1).
80  ЦГИАК, ф. 229, оп. 1, д. 52, л. 3
81  ЦГИАК, ф. 229, оп. 1, д. 52, лл. 3, 22.
82  ЦГИАК, ф. 229, оп. 1, д. 279, л. 150
83  Российский государственный архив древних актов (далее РГАДА), ф. 16, оп. 1, д. 747, 
ч. 1, л. 441 об. Выражаю благодарность П. А. Бойко за предоставленные фотокопии документа
84  Джерела з історії Південної України. - т. 10: Описи Степової України останньої чверті 
XVIII - початку XIX століття, упорядник А. Бойко, Запоріжжя, 2009, с. 153
85  См., например: Военно-топографическая карта Екатеринославской губернии. Лист 
26, ряд 13
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(Zaporizhzhya administration did not control exactly where people go). In particu-
lar, the Kodatskaya Palanca lost 154 families86 in 1754. At the same time, we ob-
serve an annual increase in the number of those who moved from the hundreds of 
Starosamara to Zaporizhzhya settlements and towns87: from summer to late autumn 
1753, the population of Old Samara decreased by 23 yards. As of 1757, the Starosa-
mar hundreds lost 298 people (meaning heads of families), recorded by revisions of 
previous years88. And again, not only the poor, but also representatives of the former 
hundred foreman (for example, the clerk of D. Lelitka)89 were resettled.
The high mobility of the population of the new Zoralsk settlements and farms 
was observed both during the Russian-Turkish war of 1735-1739 and in the post-
war peace time. quite often, immigrants changed their place of residence several 
times90 before settling in a settlement for a long time, as for the region of the Za-
porizhzhya Nizov Army, (10-20 years). Population history survey91
86  О. А. Репан, Op. cit., с. 124.
87  Т. Л. Кузик, Відомість про залінійні поселення від 17 січня 1762 р. як джерело до 
історії Старосамарської сотні Полтавського полку, Січеславський альманах, Дніпропе-
тровськ 2006, Вип. 2, с. 29
88  Архів Коша..., т. 3, с. 333-337
89  Ibidem, с. 303-305
90  For example, Cossack Mykyta Beskrovny, who came from the Luben regiment, is the future 
chieftain of the settlement Brigadirovka, see: T. L. Kuzik, Perekhid ..., p. 418 before settling in June 
1741 on the Apachinin land at the Trituznoye tract (where the brigadier came from in 1742 trans-
ferred his subjects to the lands he had just bought near the Romanovsky redoubt, in the Black Lozy 
tract, on the basis of which the named settlement was formed), he lived with his family in Zaporo-
zhye and near the Birkutsky retranschement Matviy Kukus, a native of Uman, went the same way 
to his settlement in Trituzny. A Cossack from the place of the Poltava regiment of Celebbery, Klym 
Protsenko, before his settlement at Black Vines in May 1742, lived in the Zaporizhzhya settlement 
Kamenka; the already mentioned Andriy Gordychenko before settling in Somivka (Sokolskaya) in 
1739, a certain time had already lived “in Zaporozhye”; Cossack from Poltava Klym Poltava man-
aged to live not only in Zaporozhye, but also return back to the Hetman, in the Perevolochnaya, and 
then, in 1742, “come” to the Sokolsky redoubt. Other residents of the Brigade were relocated for 
even a short period of time to even greater distances, for example, for the Chigirindibrovsky Cos-
sack Miron Kravtsya and a native of Right-Bank Ukraine Dmytr Sologubenko for the period of 4-10 
years of settlement in Trituznoye was already the second call to the territory of Zaporozhye - which 
was preceded by a return to several years in Right-Bank Ukraine (Sologubenko and long-term resi-
dence in the town of Kishenke (see: D. I. Evarnitsky, Sources ..., pp. 1713-1714). The aforemen-
tioned Klym Protsenko did not stay long in Danilovka’s landowner settlement: already in August 
1744 he was mentioned as a resident of the Zaporizhzhya New Kodak (Archive Kosha Novaya Za-
porozhy Sichi, vol. 1, Kyiv 2003, p. 219). The above examples of mobility can be explained by the 
efforts of the team leader Apachinin, aimed at creating private settlement on the soils acquired by 
him, as evidenced by the assurance by Klim of Poltava (Poltava) of a deed of purchase for the lands 
acquired by Apachinin (Ibidem, p. 1712). However, similar processes were characteristic of other 
settlements, and not just private settlements of local Russian commanders.
91  Образцовой работой по этой проблематике является кандидатская диссертация Петра 
Бойко: П. А. Бойко, Джерела історії формування населення Олександрівського повіту остан-
ньої чверті XVIII – початку ХІХ століття: дис. … к.і.н., Київ 2016.
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tracking the real indicators of migration on the lands of the Zaporizhzhya 
Nizovy Troops, the interpretation of these indicators in the context of studying im-
perial influences on the population at the local level, of course, is faced primarily 
with the problem of an extremely incomplete source base, which makes it impos-
sible to conduct frontal studies of the population structure and its changes over 
time. However, the sources of population accounting available to the researcher 
make it possible to put forward several observations92 (using the example of the 
“near-home” settlements of the Brigadation, Sokolskaya and Revunivka).
Censuses conducted by both Kosh93 and the Hetman administration in 175694 
record hundreds of immigrants settling both in the out-of-town settlements of the 
Porelsky hundreds and in Zaporizhzhya settlements from the late 1730s–1740 s. 
As of the middle of the 1740s. The accomplishment of the fact was the depopulation 
of “attached” settlements controlled by the hetman and the Russian administration 
in favor of Zaporozhye (the settlements at the Ust-Samarsky, Kamensky and Ne-
nasytyetsky retranschements were depopulated, as mentioned above) The exception 
was Old Samara, whose population was growing. However, this did not mean the 
absence of an outflow of people from this place to Zaporizhzhya settlements - it ex-
isted and was the main direction of migration95, but, as can be assumed, was blocked 
by the influx of new immigrants from the Hetman. But since the beginning of the 
1750s (and 1761), the population of Old Samara has been rapidly declining.
Despite the subordination of Old Samara to the hetman administration (via 
the Starosamarskaya hundred), the influence of the Russian factor on the place is 
beyond doubt. This is evidenced, in particular, by the fact of the expulsion to the 
former place of residence of the “unspecified inhabitants” of Zaporozhye natives 
of Staraya Samara by Captain Ulyanin in 1742, and the attempt to return the same 
natives by a specially assigned detachment of ensign Sverchkov in 1747.
92  См., например: 
а) ведомость про людей, которые были поселены бригадиром Д. Апачининым при урочище 
Чёрные Лозы и под Сокольским редутом от 24 сентября 1742 г. (Д. И. Эварницкий, 
Источники…, т. 2, с. 1713-1714); б) запорожская перепись выходцев из Гетманщины, 
Правобережной Украины и Слобожанщины, которые поселились в запорожских слободах 
1756 г. (Архів Коша..., т. 3, с. 287-289, 291-292). в) исповедные росписи Покровской церкви 
с. Даниловки (Бригадировки) 1766 (ЦГИАК, ф. 127, оп. 1017, д. 9, лл. 104-118 об.) і 1769 гг. 
(Ibidem, ф. 990, оп. 1, д. 734, лл. 114-120 об.); г) списки женатых казаков ,которые перешли в 
сёла Куриловку и Чаплинку из Сокольськой та Бригадировки 1768 г. (ЦГИАК, ф. 229, оп. 1, 
д. 52, л. 31), списки женатых казаков, с которыми живут подсоседки, и женатых казаков, 
которые живут в паланках 1769 г. (Ibidem, д. 279, лл. 172 об., 285 об.), реестры собственников 
шинков и базарных будок в Самарской паланке 1771-1772 гг. (Ibidem, д. 306, лл. 29-29 об., 52); 
д) перепись казаков Самарского уезда, которые принимали участие в российско-турецкой 
войне 1768-1774 гг., от 5.02. 1776 г. (РГАДА, ф. 16, оп. 1, д. 747, ч. 1, л. 448-449 об.).
93  См., напр.: Архів Коша..., т. 3, с. 211-265, 281-292
94  Т. Л. Кузик, Відомість…, с. 29; ЦГИАК, ф. 51, оп. 3, д. 13796, л. 53-123.
95  Т. Л. Кузик, Відомість…, с. 34.
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The influence of Russian strategies on keeping in place, near Russian re-
doubts, the population of the settlements of Danilovka (Brigade) and Sokolskaya 
(Sokolsky redoubt, Somovka), which as of the first half of the 1740s. were private 
settlements of the foreman D. Apachinin, is even more obvious.
However, the stages of the influx of a new population and the depopulation 
of settlements on the territory of the Zaporizhzhya Nizovoy Troops during the 
New Sich era testify to the key influence of the policies of the Zaporizhzhya Sich 
(changing the concept of settling Zaporizhzhya lands), and not Russian fortresses 
and the Russian command, on the development and decline of populated areas. 
For the first time, the idea of  the need to settle Zaporizhzhya lands was recorded in 
1756 in a letter to the Zaporizhzhya deputation consisting of foremen Petr Kalny-
shevsky, Danyl Gladky and Ivan Chuguevtsy, who was in St. Petersburg, to the 
ataman Grygoriy Lantuh. The foremen advised to settle empty territories on Za-
porizhzhya lands, because at the imperial court they say that in Zaporozhye there 
is a lot of empty land96. An indicative fact of the change in Kosh’s policy towards 
immigrants from the Hetman region is the ban on the centurion yareskov’s hun-
dreds of Mirgorod regiment Alexander Potapenko, who came to New Kodak, to 
search for immigrants from his hundreds in order to return them to their former 
place of residence (summer 1756)97
In the context of the change in Zaporizhzhya’s policy regarding agricultural 
colonization, one of the key reasons for the liquidation of the Zaporizhzhya Sich 
from the manifesto of Catherine II should be recalled - “the Cossacks brought 
their own savings, tilling, which destroyed their dependence on our throne.”98 
Looking ahead to the conclusions of this study, it should be noted that such a for-
mulation in the imperial decree eloquently testifies to the successful domestic 
policy of Zaporozhye regarding its colonization.
The rapid decline in settlements with retranschements already in the early 
1740s, then - a decrease in the population of Staraya Samara in the early 1750s, 
and at the same time, an increase in the number of immigrants from Ukraine in 
Zaporizhzhya towns and villages proper (primarily the centers palanok, as well as 
about the settlements of Samara and Kodatskaya palanoks) gives reason to talk 
about the reorientation of the flows of immigrants precisely to the populated places 
of Zaporizhzhya subordination. To this was added the transition to Zaporizhzhya 
citizenship of the Brigade, Revunivka aSo, comparing the lists of residents of 
Zaporizhzhya settlements at the disposal of the researcher, one can hypothesize 
a certain stabilization of the population migration flows between different Zapor-
izhzhya settlements (excluding the out-of-town ones) - that is, the population of 
96  Т. Л. Кузик, Перехід…, с. 414
97  О. А. Репан, Op. cit., с. 124
98  В. О. Голобуцький, Запорозьке козацтво, Київ 1995, с. 536
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an individual settlement99 did not change radically and often did not move over 
long distances (as it was, for example, with the first settlers of Danilovkand Sokol-
skaya, which again made them attractive for settlers from Ukraine.
And in the period from the 1750s to the end of the 1760s. the composition 
of the population changed much more slowly than in the 1739-1740s, there is not 
only an increase in the population of a single locality, but also a certain “core” of 
local residents living in one settlement for a relatively long time. In particular, the 
confessional painting of 1766 recorded at least 11 surnames found in the 1756 
census in the Brigadirovka and nine in the Sokolskaya settlement; some of the 
same names are m And the census of married Cossacks of the Samara district in 
1776 records 5 names from these censuses from the 1756 census in these villages. 
At the same time, as of 1756, only one family of N. Beskrovny lived from the mi-
grants settled in the village of Danilovka by the Apachinin brigade commander. .
The observed stabilization of the population in Zaporizhzhya settlements is 
a clear evidence of the implementation of the domestic policy of Kosh for the set-
tlement of Zaporizhzhya lands, expressed by representatives of the Zaporizhzhya 
elite in 1756.entioned in the lists of married Cossacks and Cossacks, containing 
the shirts of 1768-1772. Along with the increase in the time of permanent resi-
dence in the settlement of its individual inhabitants, there is a process of creation 
by married Cossacks of their own winter houses near this settlement100, as well as 
cases of migration to the nearest neighboring settlements101.
The period of stability of this “core” in the case of Sokolskaya and the Briga-
dation continued until the late 1760s - early 1770s, until some of the inhabitants 
of these settlements moved to the villages of Kurilovka102 and Chaplinka recently 
99  It should be remembered that in the studied region - in the territory of Zaporozhye - the 
names of people were not unchanged. A person could change his surname several times during his 
life (by which we know from the documents), depending, for example, on his current profession (if 
the surname comes from the name of the craft) or depending on life circumstances and so on (О. Д. 
Сухомлин, Походження та заняття населення містечка Самарчика у 1750-ті рр. за доку-
ментами Архіву Коша Нової Запорозької Січі, Придніпров’я: історико-краєзнавчі досліджен-
ня, Вип. 9, Дніпропетровськ 2011, с. 34, 36, 37).
100  Например, женатый казак А. Мандрыка, зафиксированный в Сокольской в 1756 г., 
по состоянию на 1761 г. уже имел собственный зимовник, однако продолжал числиться и в 
слободе (ЦГИАК, ф. 51, оп. 3, д. 9333, л. 433 об.).
101  Например, крестьянин Самийло Заредутный, зафиксованный в Сокольской в 1763 
г. (О. Д. Сухомлин, Конфлікти…, с. 39), по состоянию на 1770 г. проживал уже в с. Каменка 
Самарской паланки (ЦГИАК, ф. 229, оп. 1, д. 279, лл. 285 об., 2), и уже как женатый казак с. 
Каменки фигурирует в переписи Самарского уезда 1776 г. (РГАДА, ф. 16, оп. 1, д. 747, ч. 1, л. 
448). В Каменку из Бригадировки между 1769 та 1776 гг. перебрался и крестьянин (в будущем 
– женатый казак) Лукьян Сироклан (Ibidem). Но в то же время Петро Штовхан (Штовханен-
ко), известный в 1763 г. как житель Сокольськой (О. Д. Сухомлин, Конфлікти…, с. 39), в 1776 
г. зафиксован как казак с. Бригадировки (РГАДА, ф. 16, оп. 1, д. 747, ч. 1, л. 448).
102  Ныне с. Куриловка Петриковского района Днепропетровской области.
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created Protovchansky palanca, as well as in with. Kamenka Samara Palanca. 
However, it is unlikely that these changes were a direct result of military-political 
events (the formation of a new palanque and Kosh’s desire to quickly populate it), 
but also by natural factors - during these years, there was a significant flooding of 
the Brigade, Kurilovka, and probably Sokolskaya.
CONCLUSIONS
So, the Russian fortifications, and in particular, the redoubts, did not play 
a role in the settlement of the territories of the Zaporizhzhya Nizovy Troops (be-
tween the Orely and Samara interfluves), and the state and private Russian colo-
nization policies did not have a lasting effect on the formation and development 
of the network of settlements. The population did not stay long near Russian for-
tresses for a long time for several reasons, one of which was the inconvenience of 
these dreams for the living of the agrarian population. But a more important factor 
turned out to be the attempts of the Hetman administration to return the settlers to 
their former status, albeit in a different place, by creThe attempts of the Russian 
administration to accumulate the population near the fortresses (in order to meet 
the needs of the garrisons) were also unsuccessful. Private initiatives to besiege 
Russian commanders with private settlements were not productive either. Despite 
the fact that at the moment we can judge the fate of only two of them, Sokilskaya 
and the Brigade, the obvious is the lack of thought of their placement, as well as 
exploitation by the owners, which is absent in Zaporizhzhya settlements. The key 
factor that contributed to the colonization of land of the Zaporizhzhya Grassroots 
Forcesating the Old Samara Hundred. including due to people from settlements at 
Russian fortresses, there was a change in the concept of the settlement of Zapo-
rozhye that took place among the Cossack (Zaporizhzhya) elite in the mid 1750s. 
Thanks to a change of outlook on the rapid settling of the agrarian population from 
the Hetman, as of 1750s - 1770s. one can observe not only a rapid increase in the 
total number of the population of Zaporozhye, but also stabilization of the person-
al composition103 of the population, since the flows of migration between settle-
meIt was the change in the domestic policy of the Zaporizhzhya Nizovoy Troops, 
and not the Russian fortresses, that contributed to the emergence and formation of 
a network of rural settlements on the territory of the Zaporizhzhya Nizovy Troops.
The above conclusions are supported by the works of Russian historians on 
fortresses as part of Moscow “serif features” of the 17th century, which at one 
time were also outposts of the Moscow state in a southerly direction (now these 
103  Макаревский Феодосий. Материалы для историко-статистического описания Ека-
теринославской епархии. Церкви и приходы прошедшаго XVIII столетия, Днепропетровск 
2000, с. 433, 436.
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are the territories of the Belgorod and Kursk regions of the Russian Federation). In 
these areas in the first half of the XVII century. colonization progressed at a much 
slower pace than on the territory of Left-Bank Ukrainents were rapidly declining. 
As noted by A. Novoselsky and P. Smirnov, until the mid 30-ies. XVII cen-
tury the military nature of these fortified points and the “strict regime of serfdom 
in Russia” were restrained by the small influx of people from Muscovy to the 
steppe. And the appearance at the fortresses of the “serif line” of a small number 
of the “walking” population did not mean the transformation of the area around 
the fortresses into a colonized area. This confirms the failure of Russian military 
colonization in the conditions of the frontier zones on the Great Speny border of 
Europe in different historical periods.
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STRESZCZENIE
Z perspektywy mikrohistorycznej rozważane są ogólne tendencje zaludnienia regionu 
Zaporoża i kolonizacyjne wysiłki rosyjskiej administracji (państwowej i prywatnej) związane z loko-
waniem słobod przy rosyjskich twierdzach. Analiza dokumentów dotyczących liczebności ludności 
świadczy o kluczowym wpływie na osadnictwo Zaporoża w latach czterdziestych i sześćdziesiątych 
XVIII w. właśnie zaporożskiej elity, a nie osadników skupionych wokół rosyjskich twierdz. Próby 
zakładania przez rosyjską administrację słobod przy twierdzach i rozszerzenia swojej władzy na 
zaporożskich poddanych nie odniosły sukcesu.
Słowa kluczowe: Wojsko Zaporożskie Niżowe, Południowa Ukraina, słoboda, kolonizacja, 
listy spowiadających się parafii prawosławnych (ispoviednaja rospis’), rosyjskie twierdze)
